Reproducible 5.1

Team Contract

Class ____________________________________________________________
Semester _________________________________________________________
Sport ____________________________________________________________
Team name _________________________________________________________

The team members and especially the coaches should demonstrate the following:

I. Good sporting behavior.
II. Fair play—Know and play by class and game rules.
III. Hard work—Practice and work your hardest to be a good team player.
IV. Cooperation—Whenever possible, team decisions should be made by all team members together.
V. Respect—For classmates, teachers, and equipment.
VI. Positive attitude—Work hard to encourage team members to be positive.
VII. Responsibility—Help with lesson organization by carrying out your role.

We will do our best to carry out our roles and to cooperate and work as a team under the leadership of our coach.

Team members’ signatures:

________________________________ (Coach—Organize practices)
________________________________ (Assistant coach—Help coach as requested)
________________________________ (Athletic trainer—Organize warm-up and stretching)
________________________________ (Equipment manager—Give out and collect equipment)
________________________________ (Reporter—Sports reporting)
________________________________ (Statistician—Collect and organize team statistics)